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Quick Facts 

Summary
The SAP® Analytics Cloud solution offers all ana
lytics capabilities for all users in one product. In the 
boardroom, at the office, or in front of a customer, 
you can discover, analyze, plan, predict, and collab
orate in one integrated experience designed  
expressly for the cloud. Access all data and embed 
analytics directly into business processes to turn 
instant insight into quick action. Because we built it 
on the highperformance SAP Cloud Platform, you 
can trust the solution to work quickly and reliably. 

Objectives  
 • Simplify and enrich factbased decision making 
across the organization

 • Avoid buying, implementing, and switching 
among multiple analytics point solutions 

 • Discover and visualize all data across the 
enterprise

 • Break down silos between functions to foster 
collaboration and improve results

 • Move safely and quickly to the cloud with 
a userfriendly solution you won’t outgrow

 • Provide an effective and engaging user 
experience across roles and devices

Solution
 • Data discovery, planning, and predictive analysis 
capability

 • Stateoftheart visualization with rolebased 
personalization

 • Incontext social collaboration 
 • Support for the mobile workforce and the 
boardroom of the future

 • Realtime high performance and extensibility 
using SAP Cloud Platform 

 • Worldclass data centers with topnotch availability 
and data security

 • Integration with existing onpremise 
applications 

Benefits
 • More enjoyable user experience and greater 
productivity

 • Better business results from deep collaboration 
and smart decisions 

 • Freedom from operating system constraints, 
download requirements, and setup tasks

 • Lower cost of ownership with all features in one 
softwareasaservice product for all users

Learn more
To find out more about SAP Analytics Cloud,  
visit us online.

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP recognizes that credibility as a cloud prod
uct and service provider depends on doing more 
than moving existing onpremise solutions into 
the cloud. With SAP Analytics Cloud, we resolved 
to bring fresh thinking to the table and develop a 
totally new cloud solution. Instead of focusing on 
technology first, we built this product from the 
ground up to reflect what users need and want. 
We brought user interface designers into the 
development process from day one, so that user 
experience is at the core of the solution rather 
than painted on as an afterthought. This 
approach gives the solution the engaging look 
and feel of a consumer application – for every 
type of user. 

SHARE OUR VISION
Our mission in building SAP Analytics Cloud was 
to provide a single solution with flexible subscrip
tion options that cover all analytics functionality. 
The new product includes business intelligence, 
planning, enterprise performance management, 
and predictive capabilities. Future plans are to 

include governance, risk, and compliance capa
bilities. We see its functionality extending across 
business processes and lines of business to offer 
all stakeholders – from the boardroom to the 
shop floor – the same leadingedge, consumer
grade user experience. Any stakeholder can  
collect, analyze, simulate, plan, predict, and 
report using any data in one screen, at any time, 
without waiting for IT support. 

We now have the technology and platform in  
place to prevent performance requirements from 
limiting what questions you can ask and when.  
We designed SAP Analytics Cloud natively on  
SAP Cloud Platform to provide extreme perfor
mance and scalability. And because SAP Cloud 
Platform is a platform as a service, it is fully  
extensible to meet your enterprisespecific needs 
and adaptable to support your growing business 
and changing requirements. You can trust  
SAP Analytics Cloud to work the way you expect, 
when you want, without delays from interfacing 
among applications or involving IT support.

Harness the Cloud for a Brand-New  
Analytics Experience

Bestrun organizations are rapidly moving to cloud technology. You can hone  
your competitive edge by embracing the softwareasaservice (SaaS) model  
now. And because sound decision making is key to success from the boardroom  
to the shop floor, you must improve and simplify analytics. Replace a web of point 
solutions with the SAP® Analytics Cloud solution for data discovery, visualization, 
planning, and predictive capability – one software program, one complete product, 
one user experience. 

Any stakeholder can collect, analyze, simulate, plan, 
predict, and report using any data in one screen, at 
any time, without waiting for IT support.

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Make the Most of Straight-Through Analytics

Functions for which the typical enterprise depends 
on analytics include:

 • Backwardfacing financial close, financial 
reconciliation, disclosure management, 
regulatory filing, internal management and 
board reporting, and variance analysis

 • Presentoriented management of key 
performance indicators, strategy scorecarding, 
risk analysis, customer retention, initiative 
tracking, and comparison of revenue stream 
performance

 • Forwardlooking budgeting, collaborative revenue 
forecasting, longrange strategic planning, 
workforce and capital planning, predictive 
planning, and whatif planning 

With the new SAP Analytics Cloud solution, all 
these functions can extend across your lines of 
business. You save money and time – and elimi
nate the risk of error that arises when you integrate 
multiple products for predictive analytics, busi
ness intelligence (BI), and enterprise performance 

management (EPM). You decrease the total cost 
of ownership by equipping all decision makers and 
business analysts with the same powerful analytics 
tools. You boost the speed and accuracy of stake
holder response with analytics embedded in the 
context of daily tasks and visualized in dashboards 
personalized according to role and individual pref
erence. Streamlined workflows deliver insight to 
the point of decision, and you can collaborate on 
discussions about all data – big and small – with 
any number of users, at any time.

EMPOWER ALL WORKERS TO DO THEIR  
JOBS BETTER
Financial managers can enrich internal and external 
reporting and streamline processes for endofperiod 
closing, reconciliation, and consolidation. Planners 
have at their fingertips all the input they need to 
forecast accurately and schedule optimal use of 
equipment, capital, and human resources for future 
initiatives. Business analysts and decision makers 
everywhere gain immediate insights into the past

Instead of focusing on technology first, we built 
this product from the ground up to reflect what 
users need and want. 

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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performance of products and customers. And they 
can explore evolving trends and examine whatif 
scenarios to try out ways to lower risk and improve 
responsiveness. Using a screen like the one shown 
in Figure 1, for example, they can collaborate in 
real time on analyzing and adjusting key metrics 
related to revenue.

Future plans include extending the features in 
SAP Analytics Cloud into thirdparty BI and EPM 
applications. 

PREPARE FOR THE BOARDROOM OF THE FUTURE
SAP Analytics Cloud can help make the “board
room of the future” a reality. In this vision, realtime 
analytical and operational tools empower senior 
leadership to monitor operations instantaneously 
from 30,000 feet or to zero in on details on a line of 
business or division. People across the organiza
tion can instantly join the discussion to spot risks 

before issues can develop and seize opportunities 
before competitors can react. Actionable informa
tion and collaborative workflows at everyone’s  
fingertips during critical meetings will make short 
work of emergencies and drive longterm business 
success as never before.

STAY FOCUSED ON WHAT PEOPLE NEED
Your entire staff can enjoy instant access from 
both desktops and mobile devices, addressing 
business needs immediately with their own unique 
input. People can quickly and easily uncover new 
insights and develop and share new plans that 
translate into business success. Dashboards tailor 
the consumergrade user experience for specific 
roles – from boardroom to manufacturing plant, 
from executive suite to analyst desk. Builtin col
laborative workflows optimize the use of resources 
and increase engagement, accountability, and 
productivity.

Figure 1: Monitoring Key Revenue Metrics

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP Analytics Cloud is a true SaaS solution, with  
no operating system constraints and nothing to 
download or set up. The userfriendly, intuitive 
HTML5 interface has been designed from the start 
for modern Web browsers and mobile devices – 
with how people want to work in mind at every 
step. On a screen like the one shown in Figure 2, 
for example, a business unit manager can assess 
the performance of key drivers of profitability and 
make realtime adjustments to improve future mar
gins. And SAP plans to continue leading innovation 
for enterprise performance and business intelli
gence. We will enfold useful new technologies as 
they emerge and help you fit them smoothly into 
your existing landscape so that all stakeholders 
can take advantage of them quickly and easily. 

TRUST THE EXPERT IN ENTERPRISE 
APPLICATIONS 
When you choose SAP products and solutions, you 
partner with a company known for four decades as 
a market leader in enterprise application software. 

We operate our cloud solutions from stateofthe
art data centers that meet the highest standards 
for data protection, information security, and  
asset availability. 

Cloud solutions from SAP run on SAP Analytics 
Cloud Platform for realtime inmemory data man
agement. You can increase efficiency today and 
invest in tomorrow using this nextgeneration 
platform as a service to deliver, extend, and inte
grate existing mobileenabled apps and new ones 
as they emerge.

Nucleus Research Gives SAP Analytics Cloud 
High Marks

A Nucleus Research note of October 2015 reports 
the ongoing benefits of SAP Analytics Cloud:  
 “The offering provides users with a faster time  
to analysis by supporting a single repository of 
analytics tools.”

Figure 2: Examining and Improving Profitability

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Discover, Act, and Inform – Your Way

The first release capabilities for SAP Analytics 
Cloud took the form of the SAP Cloud for Planning 
solution introduced in early 2015, integrated  
with existing EPM and BI products from SAP.  
SAP Analytics Cloud replaces that product name 
and extends the functionality with enhanced busi
ness intelligence capabilities for data discovery 
and visualization, as well as predictive analytics. 

KEEP USING ON-PREMISE ANALYTICS 
SOLUTIONS FROM SAP
While SAP Analytics Cloud will be a single product 
delivering all the analytics you need in the cloud, 
SAP plans to continue investing in such on 
premise products as SAP Lumira® software,  
SAP Predictive Analytics software, and the  
SAP Business Planning and Consolidation applica
tion. We plan to continue delivering innovations to 
those products for customers who prefer to use 
them instead of moving to SAP Analytics Cloud. 
We can assure you that managing the two sets  
of products at once pre sents no difficulty for the 
large team of experienced software engineers  
we dedicate to analytics. And we also have the 
expertise to design and construct hybrid systems 
for you – whatever best suits your needs.

Among forthcoming innovations planned for  
onpremise analytics solutions are various 
improvements in SAP BusinessObjects™ BI  
solutions, SAP Lumira, SAP Business Planning 
and Consolidation, and SAP Predictive Analytics.

Please talk to your SAP representative to find  
out where you can read about the latest plans  
for SAP solutions and products.

EXPLORE A HYBRID SOLUTION 
You may choose to integrate onpremise and 
cloud components for analytics in a hybrid solu
tion. For example, a number of customers plan  
to use SAP Analytics Cloud for departmental  
or businessunit planning, integrating this  
with their centrally managed financial plan in  
SAP Business Planning and Consolidation. With 
such an approach, you can get up and running 
very quickly with SAP Analytics Cloud and 
instantly take advantage of the newly delivered 
features that arrive through the cloud. Custom
ers currently using SAP Business Planning and 
Consolidation can also use SAP Analytics Cloud 
to extend and enhance their capabilities for data 
discovery and visualization.

LICENSE SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES  
INCREMENTALLY
Although SAP Analytics Cloud is one comprehen
sive product, you can choose to implement only 
specific sets of capabilities. You may license just 
BI capabilities or just planning capabilities, for 
example, adding others if and when you need 
them. Please contact your SAP representative  
for pricing details.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
To find out more about moving to SAP Analytics 
Cloud or a hybrid analytics solution, call your  
SAP representative or visit us online.

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

https://www.sap.com/products/cloud-analytics.html
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any 
form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or 
an SAP affi  liate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. 
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors 
contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. 
National product specifi cations may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affi  liate company for 
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any 
kind, and SAP or its affi  liated companies shall not be liable for errors or 
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or 
SAP affi  liate company products and services are those that are set forth 
in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and 
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an 
additional warranty. 

In particular, SAP SE or its affi  liated companies have no obligation to 
pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related 
presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. 
This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affi  liated 
companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or 
platform directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be 
changed by SAP SE or its affi  liated companies at any time for any reason 
without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, 
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. 
All forwardlooking statements are subject to various risks and 
uncertainties that could cause actual results to diff er materially from 
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 
forwardlooking statements, and they should not be relied upon in making 
purchasing decisions.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as 
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE 
(or an SAP affi  liate company) in Germany and other countries. All other 
product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their 
respective companies. 

See http://www.sap.com/corporateen/legal/copyright/index.epx for 
additional trademark information and notices.
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